Subject: [desktop] [feature] Turning on Search Suggestions - pre-Beta sign off (YELLOW)
From: Simona Badau <simona.marcu@softvision.ro>
Date: 6/6/2017 7:40 PM
To: past@mozilla.com, Marco Bonardo <mbonardo@mozilla.com>, release-drivers@mozilla.org
CC: desktop@softvision.ro, mozqaeng@softvision.ro

Sorry for the SPAM, the subject on the previous email should have been: [desktop] [feature] Turning on Search Suggestions - pre-Beta sign off (YELLOW) - I updated it for this email.

On 06.06.2017 19:37, Simona Badau wrote:

---

Turning On Search Suggestions
Feature sign off report, Manual QA
Targeted GA: Firefox 55 - August 8, 2017
Sign off phase: pre-Beta (Fx55)

Manual QA'S ASSESSMENT & RECOMMENDATION
Feature status: **YELLOW**

- Reason: 44% of our tests failed, mostly because of Bug 1368470 and Bug 1370518.
- Proposed course of action: let this feature ride Fx55 but fix the above 2 bugs as soon as possible in the Beta cycle.

MANUAL TESTING SUMMARY
Testing status: COMPLETED (100%)
35 passed (66%), 0 blocked (0%), 13 failed with known bugs (25%), 5 failed with new bugs (9%)

- Test report: on TestRail | as a PDF
- New bugs uncovered during sign off: one *(not dependent of this feature)*
  - Bug 1370518 - The search suggestions is displayed on focusing the Awesome bar only the first time
- Known bugs encountered during sign off: 3 Bugs
  - Bug 1368470 - If Nightly is unfocused - the search suggestions hint is not displayed for 4 times anymore
  - Bug 1370543 - The search suggestions hint does not fit the window (if the window's width is less than 400 pixels)
  - Bug 1363324 - Accessibility - On mouse hover the autocomplete results are no longer read by the screen reader

- Note:
  - For this pre-Beta Sign off, we ran all the test cases under Windows 7x64, Ubuntu 16.04 x64 and Mac OS X 10.12.
FEATURE HEALTH TREND

- mid-Nightly sign off was missed.

OWNERSHIP & BASIC INFORMATION

- Tracking bugs: Bug 1344919
- Test Plan: https://wiki.mozilla.org/QA/Turning_On_Search_Suggestions
- QA contacts: Simona Badau
- Engineering contacts: Panos Astithas and Marco Bonardo

Please let me know if you have any feedback or questions about this report.

Thanks,
Badau Simona Daniela
QA Engineer
Softvision
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